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Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) have the ability of differentiate into chondrocytes, the only cellular components of cartilage and are 
therefore ideal candidates for cartilage and tissue repair technologies. Chondrocytes are surrounded by cartilage-like extracellular matrix 
(ECM), a complex network rich in glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans, and collagen, which, together with a multitude of intracellular signalling 
molecules, trigger the chondrogenesis and allow the chondroprogenitor to acquire the spherical morphology of the chondrocytes. However, 
although the mechanisms of the differentiation of MSCs have been extensively explored, it has been difficult to provide a holistic picture of 
the process, in situ. Raman Micro Spectroscopy (RMS) has been demonstrated to be a powerful analytical tool, which provides detailed label 
free biochemical fingerprint information in a non-invasive way, for analysis of cells, tissues and body fluids. In this work, RMS is explored to 
monitor the process of Mesenchymal Stem Cell (MSC) differentiation into chondrocytes in vitro, providing a holistic molecular picture of 
cellular events governing the differentiation. Spectral signatures of the subcellular compartments, nucleolus, nucleus and cytoplasm were 
initially probed and characteristic molecular changes between differentiated and undifferentiated were identified. Moreover, high density 
cell micromasses were cultured over a period of three weeks, and a systematic monitoring of cellular molecular components and the progress 
of the ECM formation, associated with the chondrogenic differentiation, was performed. This study shows the potential applicability of RMS 
as a powerful tool to monitor and better understand the differentiation pathways and process. 
 
1. Introduction 
Stem cells are present within most, if not all, multicellular organisms and are the ultimate drivers of individual organism as well as species 
growth and regeneration. They can be defined as biological cells capable of self-renewal and differentiation into a variety of cell types. They 
have been demonstrated to play a critical role in proper growth and development during embryogenesis, as well as in adult species for the 
replenishment of potentially every differentiated mature cell type. 1  
Stem cells can be broadly divided in two main types, embryonic stem cells (ESCs), derived from the inner cells of a blastocyst, with 
pluripotency capacity, and non-embryonic stem cells, the most commonly used, predominantly adult stem cells with multipotent 
differentiation capacity. 2 Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are one type of non-embryonic, immature adult, but more specialised stem cells, 
which differentiate predominantly into derivatives of the mesoderm, the skeletal tissues (osteoblasts, chondrocytes), the muscle myocytes 
and adipocytes. 3 They are characterised by a number of unique biological properties, such as unlimited or prolonged self-renewal, tissue 
regeneration and repair capacity, while maintaining their multipotency. 4, 5 MSCs can be easily isolated from a number of tissues, such as 
umbilical cord and placenta, as well as blood. 2 They can be readily transplanted to a site of injury without provoking immune rejection, 2 and 
they naturally possess immunomodulatory properties. 6 Their application in modern medicine, to cultivate tissues in laboratories and use 
them for replacement of diseased tissues, offers numerous new alternatives to surgery treatments and standard medical therapies. 7 Thus, 
over the past decade, these properties have generated increasing interest for a range of applications in tissue engineering, disease treatment 
and transplantation. 8  
Adult MSCs have the ability to differentiate into chondrocytes, ideal candidates for cartilage tissue repair, and therefore a very important 
differentiated lineage. Chondrocytes are responsible for producing and maintaining the integrity of the cartilage, which consists mainly of 
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collagen, hyaluronan, and proteoglycans such as aggrecan with chondroitin sulphate and keratin sulphate chains. 9 In recent years, a better 
understanding of the chondrogenic differentiation pathway has been achieved, and a number of extracellular signalling molecules and factors 
involved has been identified. 10-12 
A plethora of techniques, such as optical microscopy, 13, 14 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM), 15-17 Electron Microscopy  (EM), 18 
have extensively been used for visualisation of cells, images of live cells and studies of biological structures. 19 Fluorescence microscopy 
provides the possibility of understanding the molecular dynamics underpinning the fundamental cellular processes, but relies on selective 
imaging of cellular molecules labelled with specific fluorescent dyes. 7, 20 Histochemistry techniques have been employed for an assessment 
of the success of chondrogenic differentiation 21, observing the accumulation of the glycosaminoglycans (GAG) 22 in the extracellular matrix 
of the cells. The extracellular matrix (ECM) of the chondrocytes is essential for maintaining the structure and the function of the tissue. It 
consists in a number of components, such as fibrous proteins (e.g. collagen), GAG (e.g. hyaluronan, chondroitin sulphate), proteoglycans, 
which are composed by a core protein and GAG chains, (e.g. aggrecan, with chondroitin sulphate and keratin sulphate chains), glycoprotein 
(e.g. fibronectin), and lipids (e.g. phospholipids, cholesterol). 23 Chondrogenesis is the fate of most skeletogenic cells, and it consists of a 
series of strictly regulated events, and multiple trigger intercellular signalling cascades that activate the chondroprogenitor cells. 11  
During the differentiation process, the population of initiated mesenchymal cells progressively transits to a primary phase of intense growth 
and condensation, known as pre-cartilaginous condensation, as described by Atchley and Hall. 24 A range of different studies, using optical 
and electron microscopies, as well as indirect immunofluorescence techniques 25 have previously demonstrated the development of MSCs 
aggregates en route to the formation of cartilage 24, 26; and that this condensation process plays a crucial role in the initiation of the 
chondrogenic differentiation process. 27 The pre-cartilaginous condensation is an extremely important intermediate phase that provides the 
fundamental scaffold for the skeletal elements, and it is provoked by a reduction of intercellular distances, and consequently increase of cell 
to cell contacts 25. Numerous studies described the molecular characteristics of condensation phase 9, 24, 27, 28, an important role in the cell-
to-cell adhesion is regulated by adhesion molecules (N-CAM), cell-to-cell interaction molecules (N-cadherin), and aggrecan, a protein of the 
proteoglycan family, with glycosaminoglycan side chains of chondroitin and keratin sulphate collagen I type and collagen II type Toole and 
Trelstad, and Knudson and Toole 29, 30 have described the association between changes occurring in the type of proteoglycans and GAGs, 
initially rich in hyaluronan, and successively decreasing in favour of chondroitin sulphate, and the condensation trigger. The presence of 
collagen I, tenascin, fibronectin and hyaluronan in the initial ECM of undifferentiated mesenchymal cell has been identified 11, 31, and Lefebvre 
et al. 32, 33 described the identification of the first main chondrogenic factor, Sox9 and other Sox proteins, as the main and earliest markers 
of the conversion of MSCs into differentiated chondrocytes. Lee and Chuong studied the N-CAM expression in chondrocytes, demonstrating 
with immunofluorescent staining techniques that, when this adhesion molecule is downregulated, the pre-chondrogenic condensation is 
consequently interrupted.34 35 Therefore, successive expression of adhesion molecules and collagen I are switched off 28, and cells undergo 
a second phase of chondrocyte differentiation, as they start producing collagen types IIB, IX, XI as the main ECM components. 8 Moreover, 
the transition from the condensation phase to differentiated chondrocytes status, mediated by the suppression of the condensation 
enhancers, brings into play new factors such as Hox transcription factors and BMP-2 (bone morphogenetic protein), differentiation enhancers 
27. The chondrocytes appear at this stage encompassed in their ECM, and the events taking place at a molecular level progressively lead to 
the cells acquiring the typical rounded morphology of the differentiated cells. 9, 27 
Although numerous studies have investigated the signaling pathways involved in chondrogenesis, it is still difficult to monitor the process 
effectively, in situ, and to unambiguously distinguish the differentiation status, as the techniques referred to above are limited in their ability 
to monitor and characterise the process holistically, at a molecular level in situ. Raman micro spectroscopy (RMS), as label-free, non-invasive 
and non-destructive analytical technique appears a promising candidate to potentially overcome many of these limitations. RMS is able to 
provide accurate and high content molecular information, about the whole cell as well as the subcellular regions 3, 5, 36, 37, with minimal sample 
preparation, and it is also suitable for measurement in aqueous environments.  
Vibrational spectroscopy has previously been used to characterise the ECM, 38 and the characteristic spectroscopic signatures of reference 
GAG molecules such as chondroitin 4-sulphate, hyaluronic acid, heparin sulphates, chondroitin sulphates and others have also been 
established. 23, 39, 40 Moreover, the applicability of RMS for probing the difference between the status of undifferentiated and differentiated 
cells 41 and the ability of detecting proteoglycans and GAG in differentiated chondrocytes has been demonstrated. 42 However, a complete 
and systematic spectroscopic profiling of the process of chondrogenesis in vitro, through its three different phases, has not been presented, 
and the potential to discrimination of them, for an overall understanding of cellular events that govern this process has not yet been 
demonstrated. 
This study demonstrates the use of RMS as technique to monitor the proliferation and differentiation of MSCs in vitro, highlighting the 
evolution of the cellular metabolism, at a subcellular level, compared to control, as well as the formation of the ECM, as the cells transition 
through pre-chondrocyte condensation, towards full chondrogenic differentiation. As a well studied model for the differentiation process, a 
commercially available rodent mesenchymal stem cell line was chosen. Chondrogenic differentiation has previously been demonstrated by 
positive proteoglycan Alcian blue staining after 18 days of culturing34, 43, and by monitoring the content of sulfated glycosaminoglycans after 
14, 21 and 28 days22, 44, 45.  
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Cell culture 
Cells of the rat mesenchymal stem cell line (GIBCO® Rat (SD) Mesenchymal Stem Cells Catalog no. S1601-100 Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) were kindly provided by Prof. Paul Cahill, Dublin City University, and were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium DMEM 
(1X) Glutamax-I (low glucose, Thermo Fisher Scientific), supplemented with 10% MSC-Qualified FBS, and 5 μg/mL gentamicin at 37°C in a 5% 
CO2 incubator. The cells were sub-cultured every three to four days, when their confluency reached 60%-80%. For sub-culturing, briefly, the 
growth medium was removed, and cells were washed with 10 mL of Dulbecco's Phosphate-Buffered Saline (D-PBS, containing no calcium, 
magnesium, or phenol red) to remove any remnant medium and cell secretions. Then, cells were trypsinised, seeded at the appropriate 
volume (0.2-0.5 mL per cm²) and further incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2.  
MSCs were subsequently induced into chondrocytes under the required differentiation process conditions, using the commercially available 
StemPro™ Chondrogenesis Differentiation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific).” The differentiation medium was prepared by combining 100 mL of 
StemPro® Chondrocyte Differentiation Basal Medium with 10 mL of StemPro® Chondrogenesis Supplement. 250 μL of Gentamycin (5g/mL) 
were added, and the prepared medium was kept in the dark at 4°C in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 46 
Cells were prepared at a density of 8 × 106 cells/mL onto two different 6 of 12-well-plates. The empty wells were filled with 2 mL PBS to 
provide humidity for the formation of chondrogenic pellets. The plates were incubated for two hours at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 90% humidity. 1 
mL of α-MEM medium (Minimum Essential Medium Eagle Alpha Modifications, Thermo Fisher Scientific ) supplemented with GlutaMAX™-I  
and 5 μg/mL gentamicin was added to three of the wells, to be used as negative controls, whereas, 1 mL of differentiation medium was 
added into the other three wells of each culture plate. 
The plates were kept at 37°C in the 5% CO2 humidified incubator for up to 21 days and medium was replaced every 3 days with pre-warmed 
(37°C) α-MEM and differentiation medium for control and differentiation samples, respectively. Medium for chondrogenic differentiation 
and α-MEM were prepared prior to differentiation experiments and used for up to 4 weeks. Representative examples of morphologies of 
the MSCs in growth medium (A) and differentiation medium (B) are provided in Figure 2.
2.2. Raman Imaging and Raman Mapping 
A Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRAM HR800 spectrometer, equipped with a 785 nm diode laser as source, was used throughout the study. All 
measurements were acquired in water by using a x100 water immersion objective (LUMPlanF1, Olympus, N.A. 1), of spot size ~1m. The 
spectrometer was calibrated to the 520.7 cm-1 line of silicon prior to spectral acquisition. Although the high resolution HR800 instrument can 
achieve a dispersion of ~0.25 cm-1 per pixel with higher density gratings, a 300 lines per mm grating was chosen in order to capture the whole 
fingerprint region of the spectrum in a single window, with a spectral dispersion of approximately 1.5 cm-1 per pixel. A 100 μm confocal 
pinhole was used for all measurements. The spectra were dispersed onto a 16 bit dynamic range Peltier cooled CCD detector and the spectral 
range from 400 to 1800 cm-1, the so-called fingerprint region, was chosen.  
Point spectra from the cytoplasm, nucleus and nucleolus of 20 to 40 cells were acquired for each differentiation time point, and spectra were 
acquired for 2 x 20 seconds at each spot (sections 3.1 and 3.2.).  
In the Raman mapping technique, the laser is point focused and translated point-by-point over the identified area (Section 3.3). The step 
between two successive measurements was set to 1.5 m. The spot size of ~1 m, and step size of 1.5 m results in a slight under-sampling 
of the sample. However, rather than providing a graded spatial map of the sample, the spectra are grouped into and analysed according to 
regions of the pellet identified as Centre, Intermediate, and Edge. The continuous line scanning means that no specific features of the pellet 
were targeted, and the under-sampling may add to the variability of the data subset corresponding to each region. 
2.3. Brightfield Microscopy 
In this study, images of the cells were collected with bright field option of a Zeiss LSM 510-META microscope, in inverted mode (x60 oil 
immersion objective).  
2.4. Sample preparation: 
For Raman analysis of MSCs control and differentiated cultures, samples were prepared by treating the cells with trypsin to detach them, 
after which they were counted and seeded on CaF2 disks (Crystran, UK) with a specific density of 100,000 cells per substrate. After 24 hours 
of incubation, cells were washed three times with D-PBS, then fixed with 10% formalin for 15 minutes. Formalin solution was removed after 
15 minutes incubation at room temperature and cells were rinsed with distilled water (dH2O) three times and kept in dH2O for Raman 
measurements. 
The same fixation process was performed for optical microscopy, but onto 35 mm uncoated glass bottom dishes (MatTek Corporation, USA). 
The samples were stored with 2 mL of distilled water for measurements. 
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2.5. Data Pre-processing 
The raw spectra of cells were subjected to data pre-processing in Matlab (Mathworks, USA) before further analysis, to remove the 
background signal and reduce the noise. Data smoothing was performed using the Savitzky–Golay filter (3rd order, 9 points). 
Background, which is mainly due to water in immersion geometry 47 and whose OH bending feature at 1640 cm-1 can interfere with the 
cellular spectra, was removed by adapted Extended Multiplicative Signal Correction (EMSC) algorithm, previously described by Kerr and 
Hennelly, 2016 48. The EMSC algorithm was applied to smoothed spectra, using a spectrum of MSC recorded on CaF2 as a reference, and a 
baseline of chosen polynomial of order (N=9) was used. 
After smoothing and background correction, the dataset are vector normalised to minimise any effects of instrumental variability during or 
between measurements. 
2.6. Multivariate Analysis: Principal Components Analysis 
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is an unsupervised data transformation procedure that aims to explain high-dimensional data using 
smaller number of variables called the principal components. The principal components are the orthogonal axes of a new generated 
subspace, in which all the most significant information is retained. The main goal of PCA is to identify a pattern and a relationship between 
a set of measured variables. 49 The spectral data are decomposed by PCA into object rows (m) and columns (n), generating a matrix (m × n). 
In the matrix, the rows represent the different observations recorded, the spectra, and the columns are the n variables of the different 
measurements, i.e.  the wavenumbers/Raman shifts. 50The PCs are independent, and they can be interpreted as the direction of the maximum 
variance given, where the variance is a measure of the spread of the variable values 51 The order of the  principal components indicates their 
importance among the data: PC1 expresses the direction of the greatest variance, PC2 the second highest amount of variation, and so on. 36. 
A PCA scatter plot is commonly used to show the distribution and any differentiation of the datasets according to the PCs, and the loading 
of a PC illustrates the spectral origin of the variability of differentiation of datasets. 36  
In this study, 20-40 spectra (observations) were recorded for each data set, and each spectrum is a different point in an n variable space, the 
wavenumbers (400-1800 cm-1). If the sample shows some features that have same origin of variation among the bands, a correlation between 
the variables will be displayed. 
 
3. Results 
3.1. Mesenchymal Stem Cells: Features of cytoplasm, nucleus and nucleolus  
In vibrational spectroscopy (infrared absorption or Raman scattering), the spectral region between 400 and 1800 cm-1 is considered to include 
the most relevant biochemical information concerning biological tissues and is called the “fingerprint region”. Fingerprints of biochemical 
compositions were investigated in order to determine the most relevant characteristics of different subcellular regions of MSCs. An example 
of a white-light image indicating the regions selected for sampling is provided in Figure 1.A. 20 point spectra were acquired from the 
cytoplasm, nucleus and nucleolus of 20 individual cells, as described in Section 2.2, and all Raman spectral data sets were transferred to 
Matlab (Mathworks, USA), in which pre-processing and analysis were performed. The corresponding mean spectra obtained from cytoplasm, 
nucleus and nucleolus of 20 individual cells is presented in Figure 1.B and typical band assignments for major classes of biomolecules are 
indicated by the highlights 52. More extensive details of Raman spectral peak positions and corresponding band assignments for MSCs are 
provided in Table 1. 52 
The most significant biochemical differences in subcellular regions arise from the varying amounts of biomolecules, due to their specific roles 
in the cell. Most of the genetic information in cells is stored in the nucleolar region which fulfils a crucial role in cell proliferation, protein 
transcription and transfer of genetic material to the next generation cells, whereas the cytoplasm provides an environment for multiple 
cellular activities such as translation, post-translational modifications, lipid metabolism, energy production etc. 53 Therefore, based on cellular 
events occurring in different compartments, the abundance of biomolecular features varies, and these variances can be observed in the 
differences in Raman spectral profiles of the different subcellular regions.  
As seen in Figure 1.B, the mean spectra of the three visually distinct cellular regions are remarkably similar, although subtle differences are 
apparent. For example, nucleic acid features in the 750 - 830 cm-1 region of the fingerprint are seen to be more prominent in the mean 
spectra of the nucleus and nucleolus. 
The 830 cm-1 feature can be attributed to the presence of DNA, whereas the bands at 785 cm-1 and 810 cm-1 are indicators of the RNA in the 
nucleolar region. 54 
On the other hand, the spectral profile of the cytoplasm is observed to be considerably different from those of the nucleolar and nuclear 
region: whereas in the nucleus and nucleolus the bands corresponding to DNA and RNA vibrations are prominent, there is little, or no 
contribution from these bands observed in the mean spectra of cytoplasm. The bands between 1300-1400 cm-1 (CH2 stretching in lipidic 
components (fatty acids d(CH2)-lipids) and/or proteins) are also observed to be significantly different among different cellular regions. 52 
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Figure 1. A) A representative white-light image of MSCs. B) Mean spectra of nucleolus (red), nucleus (blue) and cytoplasm (green) of MSCs. 
The cellular regions are indicated with black arrows and respective spectra are provided in B. The spectra have been offset for clarity. 
 
Although investigation of mean spectra provides valuable information regarding differences in spectral profiles, PCA provides further insights 
into the biochemical differences by extracting the most common variances among data sets. 36 In order to better identify varying biochemical 
features of cellular compartments of MSCs, PCA was applied to the data sets obtained from cytoplasm, nucleus and nucleolus (Figure 2). In 
Figure 2.A, the PCA scatterplot of nucleolar, nuclear, and cytoplasmic regions of MSCs, the spectral data for each region is well clustered, and 
a considerable degree of separation of the different clusters is observed.  PC1 and PC2 describe the majority of the variance of the dataset, 
and the loadings are interpretable in terms of characteristic features, consistent with the differing biochemical profiles of the different 
subcellular regions 36, 55. 
The data is mainly differentiated according to PC1 (67% explained variance, Figure 2.A), whereby the data set related to cytoplasm scored 
negatively (PC1˂0), whereas the nucleus and nucleolus scored positively (PC1˃0). The strong differentiation of the cytoplasm from the other 
regions is a confirmation of the observations from the mean spectra of Figure 1 that the differences in spectral features are predominantly 
between the cytoplasmic and nuclear (nucleus/nucleolus) regions. PC2 gives information about the highest second variance (18%) among 
the data set; the negative side is dominated by the nucleolus (in red), which mainly scored negatively (PC2<0), while the positive side is 
dominated by nuclear features (PC2>0). Figure 2.B shows the loading of the first Principle Component (PC1) corresponding to the comparison 
of the three cellular regions, in which relevant peaks are highlighted in grey. They indicate the spectral features which are primarily 
responsible for the differentiation of the datasets in the scatterplot, and are relatively stronger in the respective clusters. 36 The loading 
exhibits a number of peaks extending in the positive aspect of the plot (PC1˃0), mainly related to the nuclear and nucleolar regions (Figure 
2.A), and in the negative area (PC1˂0), which correspond to cytoplasmic features 36. The 750-810 cm-1 region exhibits the strong contribution 
of nucleic acids features, related to the nucleolar and nuclear data sets. The band at 785 cm-1 is manifest as a sharp, positive peak, which 
indicates the presence of thymine (T), cytosine (C), uracil (U) bases and the PO2¯ backbone of nucleic acids. The feature at 810 cm
-1 
corresponds to vibrations of PO2¯ of RNA. The 1060-1095 cm-1 region also contains PO2¯ stretching (DNA/RNA) bands which are predictably 
stronger in the nuclear and nucleolar  region due to the presence of nucleic acids. 56  
A further two positive features at 1340 cm-1 and 1373 cm-1 are attributed to nucleic acid modes and ring breathing modes of the DNA/RNA 
bases (T, A and G) 36, respectively. The negative bands of the loading of PC1 are characteristic of lipidic components, which are more 
prominent in the cytoplasmic spectra. Peaks at 1301 cm-1, 1440 cm-1, indicate lipids, and the region 1440-1450 cm-1, contains features of CH2 
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Figure 2. PCA of different cellular regions of MSCs. A) Scatter plot of the PCA of spectra corresponding to cytoplasm (green), nucleus (blue) 
and nucleolus (red) of the MSCs. B) First loading of PCA corresponding to comparison of cellular regions. C) Scatter plot of the pairwise PCA 
of spectra corresponding to nucleus (blue) and nucleolus (red) of the MSCs, and D) First and second loadings of PCA, corresponding to 
comparison of nucleus and nucleolus. Loadings are offset for clarity and the dotted line represents the zero ‘0’ line for each loading. Notable 
bands are indicated by highlights.  
In order to identify biochemical features varying between nucleus and nucleolus, whose differentiation is more subtle, due to the similar 
composition of the biomolecules and the difficulty in focussing on the specific area of the nucleolus, a pairwise comparison of the data sets 
was carried out using PCA. As observable in Figure 2.C, the spectral clusters of the nucleus (blue) and nucleolus (red) are separated according 
to PC1 (Explained variance 42%), although, as expected, the differentiation is not absolute. It is nevertheless noticeable in Figure 2.D that the 
loading of the differentiating PC1 (in blue) is dominated on the positive side by a strong double peak at 785 (DNA/RNA bases, thymine, 
cytosine, uracil) and 810 cm-1 (PO2¯  stretching in RNA/DNA A form), which is characteristic of the nucleoli of the cell. 
RNA is usually found as dense packs in the nucleolar region and the presence this doublet peak in the positive features can be attributed to 
higher composition of RNA in nucleolus compared to nucleus. The spectra of the two nuclear regions are also partially differentiated by PC2 
(32% Explained variance). The loading shows a prominent peak at 785 cm-1 correlated to DNA/RNA bases and a sharp peak at 830 cm-1 related 
to PO2¯  stretching in B-form DNA on the positive side, while the sharp peak at 810 cm
-1 related to PO2¯  stretching in RNA/A-form DNA 
dominates the negative side. The loadings therefore show subtle differences in the nucleic acid composition and conformation in the two 
subnuclear regions. 
The study of the undifferentiated MSC cells demonstrates how, spectroscopically, the subcellular regions of the cell are distinct, and how 
Raman microspectroscopy, in combination with multivariate statistical analysis, can elucidate the subtle differences related to differences in 
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Peak position (cm-1)  Band Assignment 
519 Phosphatidylinositol 
540 Membrane lipids 
727 C-C stretching, proline (collagen) 
750 CH2 stretching 
785 U, T, C (ring breathing modes in the DNA/RNA bases) 
810 PO2¯stretching of RNA/A-form DNA 




PO4¯  (hydroxyapatite) 
1002 Phenylalanine 
1060-1095 
PO2¯ stretching (DNA/RNA) 
1270-1299 Amide III band in proteins 
1301 Triglycerides (fatty acids) 
1338 DNA and Proteins 
1440 Cholesterol, fatty acid band (lipids) 
1440-50 CH2 CH3 stretching 
1660-1700 C=O stretch Amide I α-helix 
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3.2. In vitro monitoring of Mesenchymal stem cell differentiation to chondrocytes using Raman microspectroscopy 
Throughout this study, optical bright field microscopy was employed to image and monitor MSCs and the process of differentiation to 
chondrocytes. In Figure 3.A and 3.B, a remarkable change in cellular shape is evident after 14 days of chondrogenic differentiation, whereby 
the partially differentiated lineage (Figure 3.B) present a notably more ovoid and round shape compared to the tapered and thin oblong 
morphology of the non-differentiated MSCs (Figure 3.A). 
 
 
Figure 3. White-light images of MSCs, undifferentiated (A), and after 14 days differentiation (B). 
 
In order to identify the biochemical factors which are engaged in the differentiation process, the Raman spectral profiles of the cytoplasm, 
nucleus and nucleolus of MSCs (controls) are compared to those at each of the different stages of differentiation into chondrocytes using a 
pairwise PCA, as described in Section 2.6. The scatter plots of PCA are provided in Figure 4 for Raman spectral analysis of the cytoplasm, 
nucleus and nucleolus, for 7 days and 14 days, in each case, compared to control. The scatter of the data, for both datasets, according to PC1 
is an indication of the intrinsic variability of the measurements. For both differentiation time points, the most significant differences are 
observed in the biochemical composition of the cytoplasm, the spectra of which are at least partially discriminated according to PC2 (10%, 
8% explained variance for 7 days and 14 days, respectively), and it is apparent that prolonged exposure to the differentiating medium resulted 
in an increased differentiation of the clusters of chondrocytes (red) and non-differentiated MSC (blue). The pairwise comparisons of data 
sets of control MSCs and differentiated cells for the nuclear and nucleolar regions also show an increased separation with prolonged 
differentiation time, and therefore the spectral differences represent the significant, progressive biochemical changes occurring in MSCs 
during the initial stages of their differentiation into chondrocytes.  
 
10 µm 20 µm 
A B 
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of the PCA of spectra corresponding to cytoplasm of MSCs (blue) and Chondrocyte (red) for nucleolus, nucleus and 
cytoplasm for 7 and 14 days. 
  
In order to obtain a better understanding of the biochemical changes involved in the differentiation process, the loading plots according to 
PC2 of the cytoplasmic region, in which the best-defined discrimination is observed, as well as the nuclear and nucleolar regions are shown 
in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 4, the scatter plots of cytoplasm showed that the clearest separation is observed according to PC2, by which 
MSCs tend to dominate the negative side of the plot, and the differentiated chondrocytes, both after 7 and 14 days, dominate the positive 
area. Note, in some of the scatter plots of Figure 4, e.g. nucleus 14 days, the MSC data are distributed (arbitrarily by Matlab) on the positive 
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Figure 5. A) Second loading of PCA (PC2) of the 7 days pairwise comparison between MSCs and Chondrocytes of Cytoplasm (green), Nucleus 
(blue) and Nucleolus (red). B) Second loading of the 14 days pairwise comparison between MSCs and Chondrocytes of Cytoplasm (green) and 
Nucleolus (red). 
 
The loadings plots indicate progressive decreases of features in both the nucleolus and nucleus of the cell, particularly associated with RNA 
and DNA in the region of 780 - 850 cm-1, indicative of the evolving phenotype of the cell. Reduced concentrations of RNA in differentiated 
stem cells compared to partially differentiated or undifferentiated has been previously reported using Raman spectroscopy 59 7, and, in 
accordance with the literature, this behaviour can be explained by a reduced differentiation potential in the cells. 60 RNA was found to be 
abundant in cells with higher differentiation potential, and therefore, when cells progress along the differentiation pathway, their 
proliferation capacity increases, whereas a significant decrease can be observed in potency. 41, 60  
The process of chondrocyte differentiation is in fact specifically associated with the expression of the chondrogenic related genes, such as 
ACAN, the gene responsible for the aggrecan formation 61, COL2A1 and COL2A1 , the gene that provides instructions for making one 
component of type I and II collagen 62, SOX9 and others 63, 64. Such changes are observable at the subcellular level, particularly in the nucleolus, 
the primary location of RNA, while the nucleus instead, is abundant in DNA. 36, 52, 65 The most noticeable discriminant features are observed 
in the nuclear loading of the 14th day of chondrogenesis; peaks at ~785 cm-1 and 813 cm-1, related to DNA PO2¯ symmetric stretch, and 
vibrations of the DNA bases adenine and guanine. 52, 65 In contrast to the observed evolution of the nucleolar features, the significant increase 
of the band intensity indicates that the nucleic acids content of differentiating chondrocytes has increased. Similar results have previously 
obtained 66 and have been associated with changes in the structure of chromatin, which is located in the nucleus of the cell, and is responsible 
for stem cells self-renewal abilities and gene expression. 67, 68  
The cytoplasmic scatter plots showed the highest degree of separation (Figure 4), and the features of the corresponding loading of PC2 (green 
in Figure 5. A and B) can potentially be identified as important markers of the chondrogenic differentiation pathway. In the loading of the 
cytoplasmic PCA at 14th day of differentiation, the negative features, attributed to undifferentiated MSCs, are characteristic of phospholipid 
content (719 cm-1), and fatty acids contributions (1255cm-1, 1479 cm-1 and 1657 cm-1).52 Changes in the protein content are indicated by the 
band at 1032 cm-1, which represent hydroxyproline content, and the C–C stretching of proteins involved in the collagen development 
respectively, 41, 69 1002 cm-1, related to phenylalanine (collagen assignment), which exhibits a sharp peak with increasing intensity from day 
7 to 14 69. Moreover, the region of ~ 1310 cm-1 - 1450 cm-1 potentially contains additional characteristic features, identified by others, 
related to CH3CH2 (collagen vibration) 52, Amide III and Amide II respectively 
41. Collagen fibre structure and organisation, with its 
characteristic triple helix structure, are key to the development of the ECM, as the basis of cartilage conformation. 70 Amide bands have been 
studied and been demonstrated to depend on the conformation of collagen, and therefore they provide information about the 
conformational changes of this protein.38  
Within the cytoplasmic loading, positive features related to increases in polysaccharide content can also be expected in the regions of 1290-
1400 cm-1 and 840-860 cm-1, corresponding to CH bending and the C-O-C group of polysaccharides. 23, 52 Long linear polysaccharidic structures 
have been associated with a small family of linear polysaccharides called glycosaminoglycans (GAG). GAG structure consist of unbranched 
chains of disaccharide repeated units 71, which can form numerous chains and attach covalently to a protein core, generating a wide and 
large family of extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules, the proteoglycans. GAGs are synthesised by chondrocytes, and their structure and 
intermolecular interactions confer the characteristic cartilaginous tissues with their physical properties, and they are moreover involved in 
biological signalling pathways for the development and functional regeneration of cartilage. 23 
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The vibrational activity of GAGs has previously been reported 40 and a band at 1375 cm-1 has previously been identified as a proteoglycans 
marker in cartilage and bone 72, while characteristic peaks at 1335 cm-1 and 1341 cm-1, corresponding to CH3CH2 of GAGs, were also identified. 
Moreover, bands at 1409 cm-1 and 1413-1416 cm-1, related to the symmetric COO¯ stretch, and 1131cm-1, corresponding to the sulphate 
vibrational mode (S=O) of the GAGs were also observed. 23, 71, 72 These features identified by previous studies have been labelled as potentially 
discernible in the cytoplasmic loadings of Figure 5B, but become more apparent as the cell culture evolves, as discussed in the following 
section (3.4). 
The spectroscopic analysis of the three subcellular organelles thus reveals a variety of spectroscopic markers of biochemical compounds 
involved in the chondrogenic differentiation process up to the 14th day of differentiation. These findings lead to the conclusion that the 
cytoplasm region especially revealed the highest degree of molecular changes and therefore differentiation, as a manifestation of the 
nucleolar biochemical content occurred throughout the chondrogenic differentiation of MSCs.  
Notably, however, after this time point it became increasingly difficult to identify and analyse individual cells, as they began to cluster. 
Therefore, subsequent monitoring of the development of the chondrocytes was performed by analysing the cluster formation, rather than 
individual cells, as MSCs are induced into chondrogenic differentiation. 
 
3.3. Monitoring of Chondrogenic Pellet formation using Raman Microspectroscopy 
As MSCs differentiate into chondrocytes, it has been observed that a high-density cell pellet, also called a micromass, 31, 73, begins to grow. 
21 The pellet formation is a characteristic of MSC differentiation into chondrocytes, as they mimic the growth of shallow multilayers of 
cartilage 73.  
The formation of the chondrogenic micromass is caused by an aggregation of cells around a Centre, a process termed pre chondrogenic 
condensation (see Introduction). 27 At this early first phase of differentiation , the chondroprogenitor cells begin to produce the ECM, a 
complex meshwork which has the important role of conferring flexibility and strength 8 and maintaining the homeostasis of the cartilaginous 
tissues 74.  
Progessively, the deposition of extracellular matrix, a process mediated by growth factor (TGF-β) and fibronectin, breaks the adhesion 
molecule links, 27 triggering the transit of cells from condensation to differentiation. Understanding the main developmental steps of the 
ECM is of great importance in the context of the differentiation of MSC and therefore cartilage, in order to detect and identify the main 
signalling molecules and components involved in chondrogenesis differentiation and regulations.  
In this study, formation of the chondrogenic pellet was observed to typically begin from the Centre and gradually evolve to the Edge, naturally 
developing three regions of different cell density, and the overall profile evolves as a function of the cellular differentiation time. Figure 6 
shows a graphic illustration of the chondrogenic differentiation pellet and representative white-light images corresponding to the different 
pellet regions, taken after 7 days of differentiation. 
 
Figure 6. Schematic representation of 7th day chondrocyte pellet formation during differentiation process and white-light images of the 
regions which Raman spectral maps are acquired. Regions A, B and C are representative examples of the regions of pellet from Centre, 
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Raman microspectroscopy was employed to perform an analysis of the evolution of the pellet regions, from Centre to the Edge, as a function 
of cell differentiation time. Raman maps were acquired in order to non-invasively characterise the different regions of the pellet (A, B and C) 
after 7, 14 and 21 days of differentiation. As seen in Figure 6, the scanned regions are observed to have different degrees of compactness, 
increasing from Edge to the Centre, whereas visible cellular features become less discernible, due to multi-layer formation. The Centre, 
Intermediate and Edge regions of the pellet are indicated by A, B and C, respectively and the same letter coding is used throughout the 
Section 3.3.  
The study of Sekiya et al. 12 monitored the changes of the chondrogenic pellet size suspended in a polypropylene tube from 7 days to 21 
days, and reported an increase in lateral dimensions from 700 µm to 1.5 mm, with extended exposure to differentiation medium. Therefore, 
the dimensions of the spectroscopically mapped regions in the samples were kept similar throughout this study. A 12x10 pixel map, with 1.5 
µm step size, of area 300 µm2 and 120 spectra/per sample, was performed and the raw data were pre-processed on Matlab. 
Pre-processed data sets, which were obtained from regions A, B and C, each after 7, 14 and 21 days exposure to differentiation medium, 
were analysed using PCA in a time dependant and region dependant fashion to extract information relating to the evolution of the 
biochemical composition of the cell pellet during differentiation, with the ultimate aim of identification of spectral markers of differentiation.  
Figure 7 shows the scatter plots of PCA from the comparison of the 3 chondrogenic pellet regions, for day 7, 14, and 21 (Figure 7. A, B and 
C). In each scatter plot, A, B and C are indicated with blue, black and red colour coding, respectively. Interestingly, although the three regions 
of the pellet form three well defined clusters, their relative distributions, indicative of their relative similarities, evolves as a function of time. 
Notably, the % variances explained by PC1 and PC2 are relatively low. However, in all cases, PC3 accounts for <10% of the variance, and 
critical to the current analysis, scatterplots of PC3 vs PC1 or PC2 do not give any indication of differentiation of clusters of data associated 
with the respective regions of the condensate. After 7 days of differentiation, it is observable that A (Centre) and B (Intermediate) partially 
overlap, and they score mostly negatively according to PC1. In contrast, the Edge region of the pellet (C), indicated in red, is well differentiated 
(PC1>1), showing a distinct separation from the Centre and the Intermediate regions, and is predominantly distributed positively with respect 
to PC1, which has an explained variance of 31%. 
 
 
Figure 7. A) Representative example of scatter plot of the PCA, corresponding to comparison of the pellet regions (A, B and C), after 7 (A), 14 
(B), and 21 days(C). 
   7 Days Chondrogenic Pellet Development 14 Days Chondrogenic Pellet Development 
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Following 14 days of differentiation process, the separation between the Edge (C) and the other regions, A and B has further increased: the 
positive aspect of PC1 is fully dominated by spectra of the Edge region, while, A and B spectra almost completely overlap. The similarity of 
cells that are located in the Central and Intermediate regions of the chondrogenic pellet (A, B) is already observable, after the first 7 days of 
the differentiation process. Notably, regions A and B appears to become more homogenised upon prolonged differentiation, while C remains 
completely distinct from the two. 
After a further 7 days differentiation, however, the Edge and Intermediate regions are now grouped together at 21 days, and distributed 
across the positive and negative aspects of PC1, whereas the central region is now seen to be differentiated, clustered as it is on the negative 
side of PC1, as shown in Figure 7C. PCA of the spectroscopic features of the three different regions of the pellet, and the evolution of their 
distributions in the scatter plots of Figure 7 provides some information about the differences in the biochemical composition of the three 
regions of the pellet at the two different stages of differentiation, the pre chondrogenic condensation and the early chondrocytes 
differentiation, the first and second phases, respectively. After 7 and 14 days, the clear separation of the cells in the Edge region, and greater 
similarity of regions A and B, can be attributed to a higher concentration of cells located in these more central regions, which are committed 
to the first phase of differentiation (see introduction), the pre-chondrogenic condensation. It is interesting to observe that, the cells in the 
Centre region, A, seem to approach the condensation phase within the first 7 days, and gradually cells of the Intermediate region converge 
with A after 14 days of differentiation. At these stages, the cells of the Edge region, surrounding the pre-chondrogenic condensation exhibit 
a retarded development, and therefore they show a significant degree of separation in the scatter plot of PCA. 
After 21 days, however, the observed overlap of the Intermediate and the Edge region in the scatterplot of Figure 7.C can be attributed to 
the fact that the latter has also evolved to the pre-chondrogenic condensation phase. On the other hand, further significant changes in the 
biochemical composition of the cells located in the Centre region of the pellet culture has occurred, such that they are now spectroscopically 
distinct from those of the Intermediate and Edge regions, probably due to their progression through the subsequent second stage of 
maturation. Cells are not yet differentiated when the pre-chondrogenic mass forms 75. However, after 21 days of the process, as other studied 
have shown 76-78, cells at the Centre of the pre-chondrogenic condensate undergo the second and final phase of chondrogenesis. The overall 
process of MSC differentiation to fully differentiated chondrocytes, via formation of the condensate, is seen to originate at the Centre region 
and progressively spread towards the Edge regions. 
In order to further elucidate the spectroscopic signatures associated with the evolution of the from the analysis of A, B, C pellet regions, and 
therefore accomplish a greater understanding of the two different phases of chondrogenesis, the first and second loadings of the PCA were 
also examined (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows the loadings of the differentiating PCs of the scatter plots (Figure 7) corresponding to the comparison 
of the pellet regions after 7 (PC1), 14 (PC1), and 21 (PC1 and PC2) days. It is observable from the scatter plots, that the positive area of the 
loading of 7th day and 14th day of differentiation (coloured in red and green, respectively) are mainly occupied by Edge region (red cluster) 
features, with a higher discrimination degree by the 14th day of differentiation. 
The features of PC1 for 7 and 14 days are almost identical and are very similar to those of PC2 after 21 days, and the positive features are 
associated with the less evolved Edge and later Intermediate area of the pellet.  
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Figure 8. Loadings of PC1 for comparison of the pellet regions (A, B and C), after 7 (red) and 14 days (green). Loadings of PC1and PC2 of the 
comparison of the pellet regions after 21 days (in black and purple respectively). Positive features of the loadings represent the positive 
region in the respective scatter plot, whereas negative features represent the negative region (Figure 7). The dashed line represents the zero 
‘0’ point for each loading.  
 
It is important to note, that the loadings represent the evolution of the cell clusters, including the perinuclear regions and surrounding 
cytoplasm of the cells, rather than distinct subcellular regions of individual cells and so they cannot be directly  
compared with the loadings of Figure 4. 
Nevertheless, as the regions of the pellet evolve, as in the study of individual cells (section 3.2), considerable activity within the spectral 
region between ~750 and 850 cm-1 is indicative of evolution of the nucleic acid content of the cells. In general, the RNA associated bands at, 
for example 785 cm-1, score positively in all 3 loadings, associated with the first differentiation phase of chondrogenic condensation (see 
introduction), which is relatively rich in RNA, consistent with a reduction of RNA contributions as the differentiation progresses. DNA bands, 
such as those at 830 cm-1, 1093 cm-1 and 1485 cm-1  score positively, consistent with the observations of the individual cell analysis, indicating 
an increased DNA content in this first phase of chondrogenesis, which is also prevalent in the Edge and Intermediate regions after 21 days, 
as represented by PC2. 
PC1 at 7 and 14 days, as well as PC2 at 14 days also exhibit numerous characteristic bands of proteins, especially related to collagen, which 
play a crucial role in the initial stages of cartilage formation. Such bands of collagen are observed at 815, 856, 876 cm--1, while additionally 
peaks seen at and 1451 cm-1 and 1488 cm-1, which are related to CH2CH3 deformation52, can also be assigned to collagen, confirming that is 
a prominent component of the early stages of condensate formation. These strong peaks were consistently manifest at all the 3 timepoints, 
especially the sharp doublet peak at 815 cm-1, 876 cm-1 and 920 cm-1 (proline and hydroxyproline, collagen assignment), which is a consistent 
negative feature of the scatterplots, and therefore corresponds to region A and B, the Centre and the Intermedium area, respectively.  Proline 
is involved in the formation of the triple helix structure of the collagen molecule 79, 80. The formation of the triple helix may result in changes 
in proline location and hydroxylation mechanisms 79, 80. Contributions of C-O-C vibrations of polysaccharides 52 and CH3CH2 of the GAGs 23, 71 
are also observable in the PC1 loadings at 7 and 14 days and PC2 at 21 days, identifiable at 941 cm-1 23, peaks amongst the range of 1375 cm-
1 and 1410 cm-1 81, and 1248 cm-1 23, which are related to the sulphate vibrational mode of the GAGs (C-O-S and SO3 respectively). 
82 
Chondroitin sulphate and heparin sulphate have been observed to be considerably expressed in chondrocytes 83, and it can be seen that 
these compounds begin to become prominent at the early stages of pre-chondocyte condensation. 
Positive features were observed in the PC1 of the 21 day analysis (Figure 8, black) which identify the final stage of chondrocyte differentiation, 
at 1063 cm-1, 1078 cm-1  and 1301 cm-1, that had been assigned to SO3 (GAG) 
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peaks at 1437 cm-1, 1657 cm-1 52, which correspond to lipids and fatty acid vibrations, have been identified. Lipidic contents and their effect 
on mesenchymal stem cell differentiation towards chondrocytes have been studied 84 and some species of lipids, including fatty acids (FAs), 
sphingolipids (SLs), and phospholipids (PLs), have been identified as fundamental for proper cartilage formation, due to their effect on the 
chondrogenic phenotype. 52, 85 Phosphatidylcholines (PLs class) and sphingomyelins (SLs class), levels of which have been shown to decrease 
during chondrogenic differentiation 86, are responsible of the production of secondary metabolites, involved in cellular growth, signalling, 
differentiation 87. The mobilisation of them could explain the dramatic loss of relative lipid content (as represented by the positive lipidic 
peaks associated with the other regions of the pellet at 1437 cm-1, 1657 cm-1 ) after 21 days in the Centre region (figure 8, PC1), the most 
advanced stage of chondrogenic differentiation.  
Prominent features of PC1 at this stage are also observable at 782 cm-1 (DNA content), 856 cm-1 (proline and hydroxyproline content), 1002 
cm-1 (phenylalanine/proteins content), 1032 cm-1 (CH2CH3 bending modes of collagen), 1245 cm-1 (Amide III of collagen) and 1341 cm-1 
(CH3CH2 of GAGs), which were previously identified in the subcellular regions of individual cells analysis (Figure 4) 41, 52, 69. Further sharp peaks 
were 1100 cm-1 ( amide III C-C vibration of collagen) 52, 1635 cm-1 (differences in collagen) 88. These peaks scored negatively in the scatter 
plot (PC1<1) and are therefore related to the Centre of the pellet. 
 
Table 2. Spectral markers of Chondrogenic differentiation 7, 52, 58, 89. 
Peak Position (cm-1) Band Assignment 
815 CH2CH3 (collagen) 
856 Collagen, proline 
876 Collagen hydroxyproline 
920 C-C, proline ring (collagen assignment) 
938 Collagen hydroxyproline 
941 C–O–C of GAGs 
962  (PO4¯ ) hydroxyapatite 
1002 Phenylalanine (collagen assignment) 
1032 CH2CH3 (collagen) 
1063 SO3 (GAGs) 
1078 Phosopholipids 
1100 Amide III of collagen 
1245 Amide III of collagen 
1248 S=O vibrational mode (GAGs) 
1275 Amide III (collagen assignment) 
1301 Triglycerides (fatty acids) 
1335 CH3CH2  (GAGs) 
1350 Amide III (collagen assignment) 
1375-1410 (GAGs) 
1437 Lipids 
1451 CH2CH3 deformation (collagen assignment) 
1488 
 
Protein, C=C, collagen 
1340-1415  CH2 deformation 
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1657 Lipids content 
 
 
These results demonstrate that Raman has the ability to show significant differences in the alpha helical structure of amide band 90(, and 
therefore distinguish between type I and type III and IV collagen, as previously mentioned (section 3.1), and provide an assessment of the 
changes in the structure of the pellet throughout the differentiation process. The proliferation of the cells has hence resumed, first in the 
centre of the pre cartilaginous condensations. A critical role for development of the chondrocytes is played by the transcription factor, Sox9, 
10 which codifies for the expression of the link protein, the aggrecan and Col9a1, the gene which provides instructions for manufacture of 
collagen type IX.  8  
Figure 9. 3D mesh and contour plot of 875 cm-1 (A),(B) and 1437 cm-1 (C),(D) spectral markers intensity as a  function of the differentiation 
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Further significant changes in the biochemical composition of the cells located in the Centre region of the pellet culture have occurred, such 
that they are now spectroscopically distinct from those of the Intermediate and Edge regions, due to their progression through the 
subsequent second stage of maturation. 
The evolution of the pre-chondrogenic micromass can be visualised as a 3D contour plot, as shown in Figure 9. The 867 and 1437 cm-1 bands 
have been identified as one of the most significant markers observed throughout the cartilage development process showing dramatic 
changes and progresses over the 7th, 14th and 21th days of pellet formation. They correspond to the vibrations of hydroxyproline (collagen)  
79, 80 and the contribute of lipids 52 respectively. Intensity of 876 cm-1 band (Figure 9 A and B) is seen to be weakest in the Edge region (C) at 
the 7th day, increasing towards the Centre region. After 14th days an overall increase of all the regions is observed, successively followed by 
a secondary increase of the intensity up to the 21st day of differentiation. The band at 1437 cm-1 (Figure 9 C and D) originates from CH2 
deformation from lipids content, and consistently with the pattern observed in the correspondent loadings (Figure8) it displays a different 
evolution towards the 21st day of chondrogenesis. At 14 days, the intensity of Centre and Side regions increased and (approximately) 
equilibrated, whereas the Edge showed a depletion in intensity.After 14th day to the 21st instead, region C kept showing a decrease, and the 
intensity of regions A and B decreased dramatically, indicating a consistent diminution of the lipidic contributes, as previously observed. 
The 3D representation of the 21 days analysis is consistent with the observations of the PCA scatter plot of Figure 7, elucidating the initial 
stages of pre-chondrocyte condensation, and later progressive maturation towards chondrocytes. The multivariate analysis clearly 
demonstrates the significant transformation of the nuclear characteristics in the earliest stages of differentiation, and the continuous 
elaboration of the content of the ECM.  
                 
4. Conclusions 
In this study, Raman spectroscopy has been shown to be an effective technique for monitoring the stem cell differentiation process at a 
subcellular level and also the evolution of the extracellular matrix in the initial stages of tissue generation. The analysis of subcellular regions 
showed that molecular changes occur in the nuclear region of the cell throughout the differentiation of MSCs, although the cytoplasmic 
region manifests a high degree of spectrally significant changes, as the extracellular matrix is generated. In the process of chondrogenesis, 
the sequential stages of triggered differentiation, pre-chondrogenic condensation, and chondrocyte maturation are clearly delineated.  
Characteristic signatures of several specific macromolecules of the ECM are identifiable in the early stages of condensation, including collagen 
type II, proteoglycans, adhesion molecules, and several other proteins, whereas, in the latter stages, elaboration of the lipidic content of the 
ECM appears to be most significant.  
The study demonstrates that Raman microspectroscopy can contribute to the understanding of the biochemical evolution underpinning the 
cellular progression from the undifferentiated status, through the condensation stage through to their final transition to chondrocytes. The 
technique can simultaneously effectively monitor the process of generation of the ECM and the early stages of tissue generation. 
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